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High Time for Temporal Variation: 
Improving Sonic Interaction  

with Auditory Interfaces
Liam Foley and Michael Schutz

L istening is a powerful, under-appreciated, mechanism 
for acquiring information about the world. Changes 
in the hum of a car engine can offer an early clue about 

potential problems; the rustle of leaves informs us of weather 
conditions even before checking the forecast; slight fluctua-
tions in the sound of a kettle tell us the water is almost boiled. 
These are but a few examples of important sonic interactions 
we have with our environment throughout the day.

Use of Electronic Auditory Interfaces
For much of our species’ evolutionary history, sounds came 
from physical events such as rocks dropping, animals howl-
ing, or thunder clapping. Today our sonic interactions come 
increasingly through electronic devices such as smartphones, 
smart home devices, and wearable technology. When design-
ing consumer interfaces in a competitive market, ergonomics 
plays a crucial role, which has given rise to an entire indus-
try devoted to exploring innovative approaches for building 
products. Although designers spend a great deal of time and 
attention to the specific shapes and colors used in visual in-
terfaces, less attention and care has been given to the specific 
sounds used in auditory interfaces [1].

Auditory interfaces have a vital role in human computer in-
teractions, particularly in fast-moving and high consequence 
situations where users need to devote visual attention else-
where. Unfortunately, as human factors appear relatively 
under-considered in their design, problems with their use are 
widespread—particularly in areas outside the scope of con-
sumer-facing industries (mobile phones, web design, etc.). For 
example, their shortcomings are widely recognized in contexts 
ranging from medical devices [2] to transportation systems [3], 
[4] and monitors related to industrial processing [5]. In many 
cases, these issues trace back to problems with the specific 
types of sounds used.

Issues with Human Perception of Alarms
The most widely known auditory interfaces are auditory 
alarms, a critically important form of human-computer 
interaction designed for rapidly attracting attention to 

time-sensitive signals. Unfortunately, examples of problems 
with alarms are well documented across many industries [6]. 
For example, alarms are known to be problematic in aviation 
[4]—a field where visual attention is needed for tasks beyond 
monitoring notification systems. Perceptual problems such as 
inattentional deafness, when an alarm sounds but is not heard, 
can result in dangerous outcomes for aircraft pilots [7]. With 
environments ever increasing in complexity and dynamic-
ity, the number of alarms triggered in each of these interfaces 
increases regularly. These increases have been reported in pro-
cessing (nuclear plants, refineries and chemical plants) [5] 
and railway industries [3], among others. As healthcare is the 
domain in which these issues are documented the most ex-
tensively, we will summarize some key findings related to 
medical device sounds, offering useful insight pertinent to au-
ditory alarms across many domains.

Healthcare Alarms as a Case Study
Problems with the alarms used in healthcare are numerous 
and have been extensively researched and widely discussed 
[8]. Consequently, we will focus on issues that can benefit the 
most from using more sophisticated sounds. One such issue is 
alarm fatigue, a general desensitization to alarms felt by hospi-
tal staff as a result of repeated exposure [2]. This can be partly 
attributed to the high alarm rates in hospitals, with reports of 
over three hundred alarms per patient per day [9]. Unfortu-
nately, reducing the number of alarms is neither simple nor 
ideal. Given the high consequences of failure, devices typically 
employ a “better safe than sorry” approach—with liberal cri-
teria for alarming to ensure potentially important information 
is broadcasted [10]. Additionally, many devices sound contin-
ually, not just when a dangerous threshold is reached, adding 
more sound to an already crowded sonic environment [9].

Beyond high alarm rates, doctors and nurses often struggle 
with basic issues of alarm recognition and differentiation such 
as masking, when more than one alarm sounds and renders 
another inaudible [11]. This results in potentially danger-
ous situations where some alarms are heard, while others are 
missed. Even in best case scenarios when alarms are audible to 
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users, different alarms are easily confused. Although there are 
numerous issues contributing to these problems, some issues 
stem directly from similarities in their acoustic design [12].

Although much of the research on problems with healthcare 
alarms focuses on staff issues, they hold obvious implications 
for patient well-being. High alarm rates contribute to excessive 
sound levels in hospitals well above recommended levels [13]. 
These loud environments impact patient sleep quality which 
can extend recovery time. In an even more serious sense, an 
FDA survey of device errors found over five hundred alarm 
related deaths between 2005 and 2008 [2], with anecdotes of 
power failure alarms being missed by staff, resulting in device 
malfunctioning and a patient dying [2], [9].

Human Constraints vs. Engineering 
Constraints
Given the widespread use of alarms, fixing all of their prob-
lems requires a multifaceted approach. One common problem 
across many non-speech alarms is their acoustic simplicity 
and uniformity. This approach is easy to describe mathemat-
ically (and therefore straightforward to synthesize) but poses 
significant problems from a human factors’ perspective. For 
example, this intentionally simplistic design renders many 
non-speech alarms too similar for our perceptual system to 
safely differentiate. This simplicity also avoids taking ad-
vantage of the aspects of auditory processing that the human 
perceptual system evolved to handle elegantly.

Technical limitations acted as a constraint in early sound 
synthesis approaches; however, for many alarm applications 
this has not been the case for more than two decades [14]. 

Consequently, today’s limitations are not technical but rather 
historical —the result of today’s designers making choices that 
appear to be constrained by yesterday’s technology. Curiously, 
video games regularly employ complex and intricate sound 
design, taking advantage of our auditory abilities to create im-
mersive experiences [15]. Despite the critical importance of 
medical device alarms for patient well-being, few surpass the 
auditory complexity of those used in early video games such 
as “Pong.” Consequently, the level of untapped sophistication 
available to alarm designers is enormous, matched only by the 
potential of public health and workplace safety gains due to 
acoustic improvements.

With well documented instances of fatalities stemming 
from missed auditory alarms [9], it might appear that sound is 
not ideal for communicating critical information. It is impor-
tant to recognize, however, that the auditory system is quite 
adept at recognizing and understanding the meaning of a wide 
range of complex sounds. For example, we can quickly rec-
ognize potential problems with our vehicles from changes in 
their engine’s hum [16]. Natural sounds are complex, and the 
auditory system has evolved to take advantage of this com-
plexity to understand our environment [16]. For example, the 
spectrogram in Fig. 1a illustrates a variety of walkers’ foot-
steps. Our ears are highly attuned to nuanced differences that 
might elude the eye in these visual representations. For exam-
ple, perceptual research clarifies that through listening alone, 
we can reliably recognize a walkers’ cadence [17], classify their 
gender [18], and even identify their shoe material [19]. Our 
remarkable ability to discriminate nuanced events by ear pres-
ents a curious contrast to the widely recognized difficulties in 

Fig. 1. (a) Spectrogram (or sonogram) of footsteps on i. gravel and ii. leaves. Note the broad range of spectral information, with numerous temporal differences 
and idiosyncrasies. (b) Spectrogram depicting the i. three note general alarm followed by the ii. three note temperature delivery alarm from the IEC:2006 Standard 
[20].
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discriminating between current alarms [12]. This suggests that 
perhaps the problem is less with the auditory system’s general 
recognition and discrimination of alarm sounds but rather recog-
nition of the specific types of sounds used in auditory interfaces. 
In many ways we find this almost painfully ironic, given that 
most alarm sounds have been designed explicitly to communi-
cate specific messages and critical information—in the absence 
of physical constraints on natural sound production.

Spectrogram depicting the i. three note general alarm fol-
lowed by the ii. three note temperature delivery alarm from the 
IEC:2006 Standard [20].

Compared to the complexity of natural sounds, prototyp-
ical non-speech-alarms are surprisingly simplistic. Fig. 1b 
shows two subsequent alarms from a popular medical alarm 
standard [20]. Each alarm consists of three pitched tones 
creating a short three-note melody. The first alarm is a gen-
eral alarm, while the second indicates an issue with patient 
temperature. Despite their design that is intended to signal 
unrelated events requiring completely different responses, 
the sounds are identical in timing, timbre, rhythmic pattern, 
and starting pitch. The clear organization and consistent tone 
structure seem sensible from an engineering perspective. Yet 
from a human-factors perspective, these “strengths” actually 
manifest as significant weaknesses. Their relative simplic-
ity contrasts with the kinds of complexity inherent in natural 
sounds, leading to a range of problems. This is especially prob-
lematic for alarm signals, since the lack of temporal variability 
ends up making them more prone to masking [21] and makes 
them more annoying for users [22].

Lack of Temporal Variation in Auditory 
Sciences
Despite the simplicity of many non-speech alarms, our abil-
ity to differentiate and remember their associations is poor 

[12], in stark contrast to our capability for such tasks with 
complex sounds [23]. One clear difference between alarm 
sounds and natural sounds is the lack of temporal variation in 
most alarms—which ironically contributes to our remarkable 
ability to recognize natural sounds. This oversight is not con-
strained to alarm design—it reflects perspectives common in 
the auditory sciences as a whole [24]. Although temporally in-
variant sounds are easier for precise experimental control, this 
trade-off comes at the expense of taking for granted the im-
pressive capabilities of the auditory system for parsing and 
processing complex sound. Extensive research illustrates that 
temporal variation, the very property ignored in most audi-
tory interfaces, plays a crucial role in tasks such as integrating 
sight and sound, estimating event durations, and inferring 
physical properties of materials involved in certain events [24].

Current approaches to visualizing sound not only reflect 
past oversight regarding the importance of temporal structure, 
but also disincentivizes its consideration in the future. For ex-
ample, Fig. 2 shows two types of figures commonly used to 
explain sound—waveforms (Fig. 2a), showing a summary of 
temporal changes for all components; and power spectra (Fig. 
2b), summarizing the components themselves. For sounds 
such as i. sine tones, ii. sawtooth tones, and iii. medical alarm 
tones, these visualizations suffice. As these sounds lack com-
ponents that change independently, the critical differences are 
adequately summarized. Visualizing sound in this way, how-
ever, disincentivizes thinking about the use of more complex 
sounds with components that do not move in lockstep. We 
find this ironic, given that the natural sounds we are so adept 
at processing contain considerable complexity.

Fig. 3 shows four different representations of single notes 
played on three instruments. Note how some visualizations 
obscure the differences between these instruments—which 
are clearly discriminable to our ears. For example, the cello 

Fig. 2. (a) Waveforms and (b) Power spectra: of i. 1000 Hz sinewave; ii. 1000 Hz sawtooth tone, and iii. a single tone with a fundamental of 261 Hz from Power 
Failure alarm from IEC:2006 [20].
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and trombone have similar power spectra (Fig. 3b), even 
though the strength of each harmonic component follows a 
different temporal trajectory (Fig. 3c). The spectrogram (Fig. 
3d) captures some aspects of this change, although they are 
not as clear as in the 3D visualization of each component in 
Fig. 3c.

Although the cello and trombone are rarely confused 
when listening, visualizations using power spectra are diffi-
cult to differentiate. This illustrates problems with the overuse 
of simplified sound visualizations—which are common in 
both in introductory textbooks as well as auditory research 
approaches in top journals [24]. We believe the challenge 
in visually representing the importance of sounds’ tempo-
ral complexity has led to an underappreciation of its crucial 

role in auditory perception amongst the designers of auditory 
interfaces (see [25] for a discussion that advocates for more re-
alistic sounds in auditory experiments). Consequently, greater 
awareness of our ability to detect and use temporal changes 
in acoustic structure can lead to useful new developments in 
a potentially valuable way to improve auditory interfaces in a 
range of technical devices.

Although visualizations such as the spectrogram (Fig. 
3d) do indicate where energy is most concentrated across a 
sound’s spectrum, as can be seen comparing the spectrogram 
of the cello and trombone with the 3-D Power Spectra, and the 
characteristic changes in energy are difficult to pinpoint when 
looking at the heatmap of the spectrogram. Greater emphasis 
on visualizing the vast complexity in the temporal structure 

Fig. 3. Three columns are for i. cello, ii. trombone, and iii. clarinet, showing: (a) Waveform; (b) Power spectra (c) 3-D power spectra; and (d) Spectrogram.
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of sound will focus more attention to the vital role it plays in 
sound perception.

Temporal Variation in Alarms
More attention to the role that temporal variation plays in our 
perception and auditory cognitive processes can open new 
avenues for designing more distinguishable and ergonomic 
alarms. Although different areas of alarm implementation 
will necessitate careful analysis to ensure optimal usability, 
embracing temporal variability holds great promise—partic-
ularly with respect to the alarms used in medical devices [26]. 
The complexity that can be found even in single musical tones 
holds important lessons that can be invaluable in generating 
new ideas for auditory interface sounds [27].

One alarm problem that we think can benefit from tempo-
ral variability is annoyance. Investigations have shown that 
changing prototypical invariant alarms (Fig. 2, iii.) to tempo-
rally variable alarms, whether by adding an exponentially 
decaying or complex envelopes seen in musical sounds (Fig. 
3), can decrease annoyance without harming learning or rec-
ognition [22], [28].

Our team illustrated this in an experiment designed to as-
sess the benefits of introducing even slight temporal complexity 
to otherwise standard alarm tones. We synthesized two sets of 
alarm tones: one temporally variant in envelope and the other 
invariant. The temporally invariant sounds had envelopes sim-
ilar to those seen in Fig. 2, while the temporally variable alarms 
had exponentially decaying envelopes—similar to those pro-
duced by musical instruments such as the marimba, piano, or 
guitar. We found no difference in learning or recognition of the 
alarm sounds; however, participants rated temporally variant 
alarms as significantly less annoying in each of three inde-
pendent experiments. This illustrates that even slight changes 
in the temporal profile of a sound can significantly decrease 
annoyance relative to standard temporally invariant tones, 
without negative affects to recognition of alarm sequences [22].

Although annoyance may seem a trivial concern, it is im-
portant to remember that high alarm rates are documented in 
many settings, from healthcare [9] to processing industries [5]. 
In healthcare, high alarm rates are a leading reason for hospital 
staff switching off annoying alarms [29]. This has unfortu-
nately resulted in patient deaths due to alarms being turned 
off or their volume turned down [2], [9]. It is unlikely that the 
prevalence of alarms will decrease, as more technology is con-
tinually introduced to monitor important developments. If 
alarms are unavoidable, reducing their annoyance holds im-
portant benefits. Embracing temporal variation offers one 
clear path to create alarms that are less annoying without sac-
rificing their communicative function.

Conclusion
We propose that future alarm sounds be designed with greater 
attention to the abilities of the system processing them (i.e., human 
perception) rather than the simplicity of the devices producing 
them. Although there are many unique problems with spe-
cific alarm implementations, embracing temporal variability 

offers an under-explored path to improvement. In many do-
mains, the sheer number of alarms is unlikely to be reduced 
due to increases in the number of problems and conditions that 
should be monitored. Therefore, temporal variation promises 
a relatively simple approach to reduce annoyance, without 
having to change other alarm system parameters such as alarm 
rate, safe thresholds, etc. Additionally as introducing tempo-
ral variation to individual tones does not impair recognition 
of tone sequences, these more complex alarm sounds can be 
backwards compatible with invariant melodic alarms.

In the early days of sound synthesis, technical constraints 
precluded complex temporal variation. Today, those en-
gineering constraints no longer apply. We can easily and 
inexpensively generate a near-infinite range of sounds for use 
in auditory interfaces. If birthday cards can feature musical 
passages, why do so many highly advanced machines com-
municate using sounds that appear stuck with limitations 
from decades past? Ironically, when it comes to sounds such as 
alerts on smartphones or in video games, designers routinely 
use a wide array of temporally varying, complex sounds. Yet, 
alarms critical to safety, which signal crucial information with 
life-or-death consequences, routinely employ sounds no more 
complex than a garbage truck backing-up!

Rather than mere “bells and whistles” [30], auditory in-
terfaces are integral to safe operations in many areas, often 
providing a first warning sign to potential hazards. The human 
auditory system can differentiate between numerous complex 
sounds and does so on a regular basis when interacting with the 
world. Careful attention to the types of sounds we are adept at 
differentiating in general, and the ways musicians have chosen 
to shape and create sound in particular, offers a rich source of in-
spiration for designing more ergonomic and efficient auditory 
interfaces [26], [27]. We believe greater collaboration between 
auditory perception researchers, sound designers, musicians, 
engineers, and industry-specific experts will lead to promising 
new approaches to creating more effective alarms and auditory 
interfaces—as well as safer and more pleasant environments.
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